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Japanese cinema has enjoyed a high reputation in the history of global cinema, and has 
amassed a considerable number of studies from a variety of perspectives, including aes-
thetics, histories, biographies, and critiques. On the other hand, it is difficult to deny that 
these studies tend to focus on classical film directors and classical works. In this session, 
we would like to review the history of Japanese cinema through five presentations from 
a perspective that differs from the conventional.
　　　Dick Stegewerns’ paper discusses representations of the Great East Asia War as 
entertainments by examining war films following the U.S. occupation period in contradis-
tinction to critically acclaimed anti-war films. Michael Lane’s paper analyzes hit song 
movies （a genre that contains many singing scenes with a popular singer playing a main 
character） as part of a media mix with television, weekly magazines, and the record in-
dustry during the rapid growth years when the young （teen） consumer culture was 
growing. Roland Domenig’s paper sheds light on the Art Theater Shinjuku Bunka that 
was run in Shinjuku in accordance with global anti-establishment movements of the late 
1960s. Kinoshita Chika’s paper makes an in-depth comparison between Kenji Mizoguchi’s 
original script of Gion no shimai ［Sisters of the Gion］ and the inspection record of the 
Home Ministry, and questions what the censored parts meant to Mizoguchi and the cen-
sors. Ginoza Naomi’s paper interprets Susume dokuritsuki, which dealt with the Quit 
India Movement during the WWII, and Tsuchi and Uma, which documented village pov-
erty and the seed of rustic democratization, by understanding the political climates in 
Japan and overseas at the time. She brings forth the trans-war historiographic viewpoint 
to connect these war-time works of art that have been flat-out dismissed as propaganda 
in the history of postwar cinema.
　　　These five researchers have tackled works and genres that have received little 
attention, except for Gion no shimai, and rebuilt the history of cinema based on such 
keywords as belligerence, media mix, film theatre, censorship, and national policy. I must 
also just mention that each of these authors carries out more in-depth discussions in 
their books or anthologies. （HOSOKAWA Shūhei）
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